Cons ider a continuou s se mi group of ope rators on a me tri c s pa ce, ind exed { T,} by th e nonn egative re aJ numbers. It is s hown th at if anyone of th e op e rators c an be mad e into a co ntrac ti on b y s om e topology-prese rving rem e tri zat ion , the n for e ach AE (O, 1) th e re is a me tri c unde r whi c h e a ch operator T,( t > 0) b ecomes a cont. rac tion with c ontrac tion con stant A' . With th e ope rators regarde d as describin g th e evolution of an autonomou s dynami cal sys te m , thi s me tri c can be u sed to de fin e a Lyapanov fu nction.
Introduction
This paper is the fifth in a series [1] [2] [3] [4] ,1 dealing with th e question of when continuous selfmappin gs, of a metrizable topological space X , can be mad e into contractions by choosing a suitable metric for X. A single map / with this property will be termed contractifiabLe. It was shown in [2] that suc h maps / are characterized by th e properties one would expect in view of Banach's Contraction Principle, namely the exi stence in X of a fix ed point ~ of / and an ope n neighborhood U of ~ such that 2 (all xEX) , (1.1) ( 1.2) Now let .?! be a commutative/amiLy of self-mappings of X, with common fixed·point r Assume the members of .?! are individually contractifiable, so that there are collections {df :fE .?! } and {Arif.?!} s uc h that eac h if.?! is a contraction mapping of metric space (X, d:J) with AfdO , 1) as con traction constant. If df can be chosen independent of /, we term '?! simultaneously contracti· fiable. In [3] it is shown that '?! will indeed be simultaneously contractifiable, if it is finite. The present paper provides the analogous result for the most important special case of infinite families ff. This result must be distinguished from that in [4] , where it was shown that there existed metrics p~) such that each Tt(t > 0) is a contraction on (X , p~) ) with II. as contraction constant. In particular, although the relationship of our topic with asymptotic stability was worked out in Theorem 2 of [4] , it is only the above theorem which makes evident the association with a Lyapanov function for the semigroup:7 and the point gEX.
In this stability-theoretic context, X is interpreted as the space of possible "states" of an autonomous dynamical system, while Tt(x) is interpreted as the system's state at time t if its initial state was x. The fixed-point property of g characterizes it as an "equilibrium state," whose stability is to be studied. In terms of the metric PA of the above Theorem, set Then L is continuous , and positive-definite with respect to g. Since L is nonincreasing along every trajectory, and strictly decreasing unless and until the trajectory reaches g. These properties identify L as a Lyapanov function.
Two Lemmas
The analysis will employ the notation
It is convenient to precede the main proof by the following two lemmas, the first of which is a slight generalization of the lemma in [4] . [O, tJ, and xne5 (x , On) 
By passing to a subsequence, we may assumes(n) --'»se [O, tJ. Then By the continuity condition (1.3) and the fact s(n) --'»s , th e first and third summands on the right tend to ° as n --'» 00; since Ts is continuous and On --'» ° implies Xn --'» x, the same is true of the second summand. Thus the last display leads to a contradiction of (2.2).
LEMMA 2: If some T, is contractifiable, then there is an open neighborhood U of g such that
3)
Since Tr is contractifiable, there is an open neighborhood Ur of q such that n'(Ur)~ {q} as n ~ 00. As shown in [2] , it can further be assumed that 
Proof of Theorem
The proof follows that in [2] , for which the underlying semigroup was that of the nonnegative integers rather than R +, but the additional details which are needed warrant a full account. The first step is to construct a metric pm , topologically equivalent to d , with respect to which each Tt is nonexpanding in the sense that we obtain
Since n ~ 00 as t ~ 00, it follows that as t ~ 00.
(3 .4)
For particular x, yEX, this implies that as t ~ 00. Thus there is a to > 0 such that for all t > to.
Since d (u, v) must be bounded on the compact subset of X X X, it follows that (3.2) indeed yields a finit e res ult. The positive definiteness and symmetry of pm follow directly from the corres ponding properties of d. The triangle inequality for pm follows from th e fact that, for any t ;?: 0, Thus pm is indeed a metric on the set carr ying space X. That pm has the nonexpanding property (3.1) follows easily from (3 .2 318 (3.5 ) By (3.4) , there is a teO) > 0 such that (3.6 ) and by Le mma 1 there is a 0' > 0 such that T,(S(x, 0')) <:;::; S(Ts(x), Yf /2) for all sE [O, teO) ]. (3.7) Since Tt(U)~{~} as t~oo , there is a t(1) > 0 s uch that for all t > t (1) ; (3.8) and by Lemma 1 th e re is a 0" > 0 s uc h that T,(S(x, 0")) <:;::; SeT, (x), Yf /2) for all SE [O, teO) + t (1)]. (3.9) Le t 0 = mi n (0', 0") ; we will s how that 3.10) and es tabli s hin g the exis te nce (for any x and Yf) of a 0 with thi s las t property co mple tes th e c urrent ste p of th e proof. That (3.10) hold s for O~t~t(O) + t(1) follows from (3.9) . Suppose th e n thatt > t(O )+ t (1) . By (3.7) with S = t(O) , (3.6) with t = teO), and (3.5), we have and s in ce t-t(O) > t(1) , (3.8) For the second step in constructing the desired metric Ph, we begin by observing that the pro;Je rties (2.3) and (2.4) of U imply as t~ 00 .
We now define vex) =sup {t:xETt(U)}
for XED, so that v (~) = 00 and 0 ~ v (x) < 00 for XED -{~}, and also set for xu -D, so that (-(0) < v (x) < 0 in thi s case.: J Using the continuity of the semigroup, it is readily shown that the extrema in these definitions of vex) are actually attained. For our purpos es, th e criti cal property of v (x) is v(T,(x)) ~ vex) +t, (3.11) :I The finiten e ss of v(x) is an easy conseq uence of (3.4).
with verification straightforward. 4 With the further definition It remains to show that pI, is positive definite. For (-(0) < v ~ 00, define the closed set (3.16) the sets {Kv} are a non ascending family, with limit {g}.
Consider any x =;f g and any y =;f x; assume vex) ~ v(y) without loss of generality. Choose any s > O. First suppose y =;f g; then yu -Kv(y)+s. Thus any chain O'xy either has all its points in X -Kv(y )+s, implying or else has a last among its links which leaves K v( y) +s (and possibly is followed by other links), implying It follows that
(x) .T,(T"r'(U)) and thus T,( x) .T,T"r,(U) =T"r,+,( U)
, from which (3.11) follows.
The remaining case, y= g, is covered by applying analogous reasoning to yield (3.18) By (3.17) and (3.18) , px. is positive definite and hence indeed a metric, which must still be proved equivalent to Pill. Now define 3.25) showing that (3.22) 
